INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Interceptor Secure Storage Drawer & Stand
Model #HDP4051218C-STAND

Install the Stand

1. Remove the rear cage floor bolts & Loosen the x-brace bolts

2. Attach the 2 Front Legs to the vehicle’s x-braces (one leg at a time)
   Leg 1 = Slide the dog ears on one of the legs to fit around the x-brace bolt
   Leg 2 = Pull the leg on the other side back to fit the dog ears around the x-brace bolt

3. Attach the 2 Rear Legs to the cage mounts
   Swing the rear legs back
   Position the dog ears to sit underneath the bolts

4. Replace and tighten the cage mount bolts and tighten the x-brace bolts
1. Set the box on the stand so that the mounting holes on the side of the box and the frame line up.

2. Insert the included ¼-20 by 1” hex bolt through the angle bracket and into the HDP box and secure with nut and lock washer.

   Repeat for the remaining 3 holes.

---

Attach the HDP Storage Drawer

Watch the video here: https://youtu.be/XBGHHtw-T6A
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